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Abstract
Analyzing language for social computing tasks requires look-
ing beyond individual words. For example, the word “please”
generally signals politeness, but more so together with modal
verbs (“could you please...”) than without (“please do this.”).
Combining semantics and syntax into rich textual patterns is
essential to capturing these nuances. What are the relevant
patterns for a task, and how to find them? NLP practitioners
choose patterns informed by theory, and find them through
computational models. However, few tools allow identifying
rich patterns without NLP expertise. We introduce SENPAI,
a novel tool that discovers combined semantic and syntactic
patterns. SENPAI fuses neural embeddings, dependency pars-
ing, and graph mining to surface patterns directly from data.
We apply SENPAI to measure credibility, politeness, and sen-
timent in text. Quantitatively, models powered by SENPAI
perform similarly to theoretically-motivated ones. Qualita-
tively, SENPAI discovers patterns that are interpretable and
meaningful. SENPAI enables building computational models
without NLP expertise and discovering new linguistic con-
structs.

1 A motivating example
What makes a good joke? Alice, a social computing scholar,
wants to find out by studying submissions to r/jokes1, a sub-
reddit for humor. She has an intuition that not all jokes are
completely original but instead follow certain patterns, such
as “knock knock” and “lightbulb” jokes. Some patterns may
make better jokes than others. However, which ones? Which
patterns are even present in the submissions? To find out,
Alice has several options. First, she can sample a few sub-
missions and manually code them to surface patterns. This
is a labor-intensive task and being a manual process, she
might overlook important patterns. Second, she can review
the linguistics literature on humor to learn what patterns
jokes are supposed to use, translate patterns into code, and
use a computational model to find the patterns in the submis-
sions. This would allow Alice to analyze all submissions in
r/jokes without the need to search manually. However, litera-
ture on humor is mostly informed by jokes outside of the so-
cial media context, e.g. stand-up comedy transcripts. Hence,
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1examples taken from https://github.com/amoudgl/
short-jokes-dataset

a theory-driven pattern search would be constrained by what
is present in the literature, while missing many patterns that
might be otherwise common in the data; e.g., submissions in
r/jokes that refer to internet meme jokes. Ultimately, Alice
decides to use SENPAI (figure 1 summarizes how).

Alice feeds SENPAI the submissions from r/jokes. SEN-
PAI automatically finds the patterns that appear frequently
in the submissions. Alice looks at the patterns discovered by
SENPAI, and she finds out that not only “knock knock” and
“lightbulb” are common, but also “what do you call...” and “I
don’t always...but”2. SENPAI not only tells Alice what pat-
terns are frequent in r/jokes, but also tells her, in fine detail,
which patterns are present in each submission. This enables
Alice to study which patterns make the best jokes in a par-
ticular social media context—Reddit’s r/jokes community.
She obtains ground truth on which jokes are the funniest by
crowdsourcing annotations of hilariousness, on a scale from
0 ( ) to 5 ( ). She divides submissions into “funny” and
“not funny” according to the annotations. Then, she trains a
regression model on the average hilariousness score, using
the patterns discovered by SENPAI as features. By inspect-
ing the model, Alice can prove that the submissions using
the “I don’t always...but” pattern make the funniest jokes,
whereas the “knock knock” pattern, popular in theory, is out
of fashion in r/jokes. SENPAI allowed Alice to identify the
patterns that characterize submissions in r/jokes and to in-
corporate them into a computational model of hilariousness,
without the laborious process of manual coding or exten-
sively browsing literature.

2 Introduction
Computational models of linguistic dimensions, such as
credibility, politeness, and sentiment, manifest in the form
of textual patterns (Cambria and White 2014; Ellis 2002).
Patterns need to consider not only words in isolation, but
also how words relate to one another. Combining semantics
and syntax allows discerning, for example, the meaning of
the word “mad” in the sentences “he is mad at you” and “he
is a mad hatter.” Which semantic and syntactic patterns are
useful for measuring a linguistic dimension? Which of those
patterns are relevant in a specific application domain?

2https://knowyourmeme.com/memes/
the-most-interesting-man-in-the-world
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Figure 1: SENPAI discovers rich textual patterns that reflect linguistic dimensions such as hilariousness. Researchers can use
SENPAI to analyze a corpus, e.g. a collection of jokes. SENPAI automatically discovers rich textual patterns that appear in the
corpus. Since SENPAI finds combined semantic and syntactic patterns, it is able to detect words with similar meaning—e.g.
“change” and “replace”—and patterns that span multiple words—e.g. “I don’t always... but.” SENPAI encodes each document
in the corpus with the patterns it discovers. Thus, SENPAI enables not only exploring the linguistic properties of the corpus,
but also building computational models of the linguistic dimensions, e.g. classifier for funny jokes, without NLP expertise.

Social computing researchers typically adopt one of two
approaches to answer those questions. First, natural lan-
guage processing (NLP) practitioners let theory of linguis-
tics guide their choice of the most appropriate patterns for
the task. They then leverage machine learning expertise to
craft ad-hoc computational models. Yet, ad-hoc models suf-
fer from selection bias: linguistics theory may not account
for patterns that appear in the application domain. For ex-
ample, social media text frequently include emojis (Barbi-
eri et al. 2018) and regional variations (Eisenstein 2018)—
or references to online memes in our motivating exam-
ple. An alternative approach to ad-hoc models is to rely
on general purpose tools, such as lexicons, word embed-
dings, and topic models. Social computing researchers rely
on those tools to search for linguistic dimensions such as
sentiment (Tausczik and Pennebaker 2010), humor (Kasunic
and Kaufman 2018), and behavior change (Chancellor, Hu,
and De Choudhury 2018). However, those general purpose
tools are mostly limited to semantics, and miss on the deeper
insights that come from combining them with syntax (Gildea
and Palmer 2002). In sum, social computing researchers
would benefit from tools with three properties: 1) provide
insight beyond simple semantics, 2) are adaptable to the ap-
plication domain, and 3) are easy to inspect and interpret.

With this paper, we provide just such a tool. SENPAI sup-
ports text analysis by facilitating SEmantic and syNtactic
PAttern Inspection. SENPAI finds patterns automatically by
leveraging state-of-the-art word vectors, neural embeddings,
and statistical dependency parsing, thus unburdening the re-
searcher from implementation details. Researchers can use
SENPAI to gain insight on a linguistic dimension directly
from data, such as sentiment in reviews. SENPAI finds pat-
terns that best model that dimension, such as booster words
(“the camera is great”) and their relation to contrastive con-
junctions (“the camera is great, but the battery is unusable”).
On the one hand, SENPAI can serve as a black-box tool to
discover patterns to use as features in computational mod-
els. On the other, researchers can use SENPAI to verify the
presence of patterns suggested by theory and even discover
domain-specific patterns.

After situating our work in related literature, we dis-
cuss how SENPAI discovers representative patterns auto-
matically. We present three case studies: measuring credibil-
ity (Soni et al. 2014), politeness (Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil
et al. 2013), and sentiment expressions (Hutto and Gilbert
2014) in online texts. The motivation behind the choice of
case studies is threefold. First, they tackle central dimen-
sions in sociolinguistics. Those dimensions are crucial in so-
cial computing because they underlie social processes such
as signaling trustworthiness, hierarchy, and affect respec-
tively. Second, those dimensions have been computationally
modeled accurately, thus posing a strong baseline to beat.
Third, the studies allow validating SENPAI on a variety of
datasets, from tweets to long-form paragraphs. We validate
that users without social computing or NLP expertise can
make sense of the patterns discovered by SENPAI, through
crowdsourcing. Human annotators can correctly interpret
87% of the patterns that SENPAI discovers automatically.
We compare the patterns automatically discovered by SEN-
PAI with the theoretically-motivated patterns that were man-
ually compiled in the case studies. For all three linguistic
dimensions, the patterns discovered by SENPAI include the
theoretically-motivated patterns. Furthermore, through qual-
itative evaluations with social computing researchers, we
show that SENPAI surfaces new patterns that are meaning-
ful for studying the three linguistic dimensions. Ultimately,
we show that substituting the patterns discovered by SEN-
PAI for the theoretically-motivated patternsin the case stud-
ies results in more accurate computational models. We offer
SENPAI as a system to enable faster, richer sociolinguistic
research in the ICWSM community.

3 Related work
SENPAI draws on prior work on computational linguis-
tics, and builds upon current semantic and syntactic analysis
tools.

3.1 Measuring signals in text
Text can help understand human factors. Text reveals not
only the identity of its author (Stamatatos 2009), but also
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nuanced characteristics like personality traits (Schwartz et
al. 2013). Social media allowed investigating fundamental
social processes through large-scale text corpora (Nguyen et
al. 2016). For example, scholars gained an empirical under-
standing of linguistic signals of hierarchy (Gilbert 2012) and
consensus (Baronchelli 2018). At an individual scale, psy-
cholinguistics have looked, for example, at how deception
(Donath 1999), persuasion (Tan et al. 2016), and memora-
bility (Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al. 2012) affect everyday
decisions.

When studying socio- and psycho-linguistic dimensions,
scholars rely on theory to identify corresponding patterns in
text, e.g. focusing on plural pronouns and assent to measure
social coordination (Tausczik and Pennebaker 2010). How-
ever, identifying those patterns in text involves dealing with
the sophisticated NLP techniques and specifics of the ap-
plication domain (Nguyen et al. 2016). This is particularly
taxing in exploratory studies, for example when platforms
introduce new means of communication (e.g. quote-RT on
Twitter (Garimella, Weber, and De Choudhury 2016)). Lan-
guage online changes frequently (Nguyen, McGillivray, and
Yasseri 2017; Pavalanathan and Eisenstein 2015) and ap-
plication domain plays an important role in shaping it (e.g.
hashtag variations to avoid moderation in Instagram (Stew-
art et al. 2017)). SENPAI facilitates exploratory studies by
removing the need for complex computational processing
and familiarity with conventions in the application domain.

3.2 Tools for computational linguistics
Lexicons like LIWC (Tausczik and Pennebaker 2010) and
Empath (Fast, Chen, and Bernstein 2016) allow measuring
the emotional (e.g. anger), grammatical (e.g. verb tense),
and topical (e.g. religion) dimensions of text through sim-
ple word counts. One drawback of lexicons is that they ig-
nore the context of the words they identify. For example,
LIWC codes the word “mad” in the “anger” lexicon, and
would therefore miscode it when it takes on other mean-
ings, e.g. as a synonym of “crazy” in the phrase “mad sci-
entist.” More complex tools augment lexicons with syn-
tactic information to disambiguate context (e.g. VADER
(Hutto and Gilbert 2014)). These tools study specific lin-
guistic dimensions and rely on ad-hoc syntactic patterns,
for example differentiating whether the word “please” ap-
pears at the start or in the middle of a sentence as a sig-
nal of politeness (Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al. 2013). Be-
yond ad-hoc solutions, few tools exist that allow general pur-
pose, combined semantic and syntactic analysis. Databases
like FrameNet (Ruppenhofer et al. 2016) and PropBank
(Kingsbury and Palmer 2002) codify relationships between
words as annotated by experts (Gildea and Jurafsky 2002;
Palmer, Titov, and Wu 2013). These approaches share the
problem of data sparsity: there are many ways to convey a
single message, and annotating all of them is difficult (Mat-
subayashi, Okazaki, and Tsujii 2010). In short, most com-
bined semantic and syntactic analysis tools are either ad-
hoc solutions, or require large data and significant effort to
adopt. SENPAI complements these tools by identifying se-
mantic and syntactic patterns in a corpus automatically.

SENPAI adds to recent efforts aiming to overcome the

limitations of rich yet impractical framing analysis tools,
such as automatically extracting lexico-syntactic patterns
corresponding to personas (Card et al. 2016), narratives
(Samory and Mitra 2018), and rhetorical devices (Zhang,
Spirling, and Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil 2017).

4 SENPAI
SENPAI discovers combined syntactic and semantic pat-
terns in a corpus. First, it groups together words with simi-
lar meaning—for example, it groups “@Obama” and “Presi-
dent Kennedy” because they both refer to individuals. Then,
SENPAI identifies syntactic links that recur between similar
words.

4.1 Finding semantically-related words
Certain groups of words have instrumental functions in so-
ciolinguistic applications. For example, politeness assesses
how hedges provide the addressee of a request with a face-
saving way to deny it (e.g. “I suggest we start with...”)
(Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al. 2013). It is therefore im-
portant to identify word groups that are most appropriate
for the task at hand. SENPAI uses a two-step approach
to find groups of words with similar meaning. First, we
adopt continuous word embeddings to measure semantic
similarity between words (Pennington, Socher, and Manning
2014). Then, we use unsupervised artificial neural networks
to group similar words together (Kohonen 1998).

Computing word similarity using word embeddings
Specifically, we use spacy3 to normalize words using
lemmatization, so as to remove surface form variations
which do not alter the meaning of a word, e.g. the lemma
for both “moved” and “moves” is “move.” Then, we encode
lemmas with the corresponding 300-dimensional word vec-
tors trained on the Common Crawl with GloVe (Pennington,
Socher, and Manning 2014) (see figure 2, step 1).

Grouping similar words using self-organizing maps
Next, we group together word embeddings with similar
meaning (figure 2, step 2). To this end we use a self-
organizing map (SOM), a neural network for dimensionality
reduction (Kohonen 1998). SOMs are trained using compet-
itive learning: several neurons compete for a word vector,
and only the best matching neuron wins. We group together
word vectors that activate the same neuron after training.
Moreover, the neighborhood function in SOMs preserves the
topological properties of the input. In other words, word vec-
tors that are close in the original 300-dimensional space acti-
vate the same neuron. This way SOMs find clusters of words
with a common abstraction (Kohonen 1998).

4.2 Discovering semantic and syntactic patterns
Syntax may drastically alter what semantics tell us. For ex-
ample “he hit the club with me” and “he hit me with the
club” have starkly different meaning despite being permuta-
tions of the same words—syntax marks the difference. Ma-
chines as well as humans need syntax to disambiguate sen-
tences (Gildea and Palmer 2002; Levy and Goldberg 2014).

3https://spacy.io
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Figure 2: SENPAI discovers combined semantic and syntactic patterns from few example documents. It first encodes words
using word embeddings, so that similar words are close in the semantic embedding space (step 1 in the figure). Then, it
groups words into semantic clusters using a self-organizing map—a neural network that preserves semantic distance (step 2).
In the example, “coffee” and “tea” are close in semantic embedding space, thus become grouped in the same semantic cluster.
Further, SENPAI combines semantic cluster and syntactic link information (step 3). Finally, using approaches from data mining,
SENPAI finds which of these patterns appear frequently in the example documents (step 4).

How do we find consistent syntactic links between words of
the same kind? SENPAI combines dependency parsing and
graph mining to discover frequent syntactic relations.

Enhancing semantic clusters by analyzing syntax We
use spacy to extract the syntactic dependency tree for words
in the documents (figure 2, step 3). Then, we replace words
with the SOM cluster they belong to. Thus, we represent
documents as collections of rooted trees with syntactic de-
pendencies as edge labels and with semantic clusters as node
labels.

Finding common semantic and syntactic patterns Next,
we identify patterns as parts of the trees that repeat in the
corpus. To this end, we employ Gspan, a data mining algo-
rithm that discovers frequent subgraphs efficiently (Xifeng
Yan and Jiawei Han 2002). Gspan allows defining a mini-
mum support minsup, i.e. a minimum number of times a
pattern needs to appear in the forest to be considered fre-
quent, and a minimum number of nodes minn, i.e. a mini-
mum number of words in the pattern for it to be considered
interesting. In step 4 of figure 2, Gspan finds a pattern with
nodes (semantic clusters) person, loves, beverage, where
person and beverage are respectively the subject (nsubj) and
object (dobj) of loves (syntactic links). A minn of 3 allows
discarding patterns that are too generic, e.g. “person loves,”
whereas a minsup of 2 allows discarding patterns that are
too rare, e.g. “person loves temperature beverage” in “Joan
loves hot tea.”

4.3 Selecting semantic and syntactic patterns
Depending on the application scenario, SENPAI also allows
selecting patterns using alternative strategies.

Scenario 1: selecting patterns that best measure a lin-
guistic dimension Ultimately, the patterns that SENPAI
discovers may be useful for measuring a linguistic dimen-
sion, e.g. credibility, sentiment, or politeness. One way
to select patterns that are most relevant for a particular

dimension—the approach we use in this paper—is to use
feature selection. We annotate the corpus to gather ground
truth on the linguistic dimensions, e.g., by assessing the
credibility, politeness, or sentiment of each document on a
likert scale. In this paper, we use the crowdsourced annota-
tions provided by the reference studies to demonstrate sce-
nario 1. Similar to the bag-of-words approach in natural lan-
guage processing, we then count how many times each pat-
tern appears in a document. Then, we select patterns that are
most significantly related to the ground truth annotations. To
this end, we use a Lasso model with parameters determined
in cross-validation4. A penalized model like Lasso allows
discarding redundant and non-informative patterns.

Scenario 2: selecting patterns that characterize a corpus
Whereas the previous approach concerns the variation of a
linguistic dimension within a corpus, the current approach is
useful when one is interested in which patterns distinguish
the corpus itself. For example, one may want to explore how
tweets by news media outlets differ from the typical tweet.
In this case, a background corpus may serve as a contrast.
We may gather a large yet unannotated corpus of tweets to
represent the language on the platform. Then, we may select
patterns that are over-represented in the news media tweets
for example by measuring their log-odds ratios (Jurafsky et
al. 2014).

Scenario 3: selecting patterns parsimoniously A third
scenario presents itself when neither ground truth on the
documents nor a background corpus is available. This sce-
nario is typical when the goal is a purely exploratory analysis
of the corpus. We may focus on a number of patterns that is
small enough for human validation through the parameters
of the graph mining algorithm. For example, we can decide
the best trade-off between frequency (minsup) and com-
plexity (minn) that results in no more than 100 patterns. A

4Alternative approaches include ANOVA, SAGE, and CLES,
among others
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nonparametric alternative is to select the smallest set of pat-
terns so that all documents show at least one pattern in the
set. Although this is an instance of set cover, a known NP-
complete problem, heuristic solutions exist and work well in
practice (Ceria, Nobili, and Sassano 1998).

5 Qualitative evaluation
SENPAI can work as a black-box tool for quantifying lin-
guistic dimensions by using its patterns as features in com-
putational models. However, before evaluating how infor-
mative SENPAI’s patterns are in computational models in
section 6, we now assess if SENPAI can help humans gain
insight on data. We test SENPAI on three social comput-
ing tasks: extracting patterns related to credibility, senti-
ment, and politeness in online text. To this end, we com-
pare SENPAI to three corresponsing case studies: respec-
tively (Soni et al. 2014), (Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al.
2013), and (Hutto and Gilbert 2014). The studies iden-
tified theoretically-motivated semantic and syntactic pat-
terns, to measure the three linguistic dimensions. We use
the case studies to qualify the interpretability, completeness,
and meaningfulness of the patterns discovered by SENPAI.
We focus on one dataset per linguistic dimension—news
tweets for credibility, Wikipedia talk-pages for politeness,
and Amazon reviews for sentiment, provided by the original
papers. First, we show that human annotators without expert
knowledge can correctly recognize the patterns discovered
by SENPAI in unseen texts. Then, we show that SENPAI
recovers patterns that theory considers meaningful for ex-
pressing the linguistic dimensions. Finally, we show how
social computing researchers can use SENPAI to discover
new patterns that theory did not account for.

5.1 Interpretability of SENPAI
Can users with no training in computational linguistics and
no familiarity with the data, interpret SENPAI’s patterns?

We asked human annotators on Amazon Mechanical Turk
to infer the patterns from few examples, and to recognize
them in unseen examples. In particular, we showed the hu-
man annotators three example documents with the pattern
highlighted in red (see figure 3). To better convey the mean-
ing of the words in the pattern, we also showed up to 5
substitute words for each word in the pattern. Previous re-
search observed that offering example words and sentences
helps disambiguate syntactic search queries (Muralidharan
and Hearst 2014). Hence, we gave annotators four unanno-
tated documents, of which exactly one did not contain the
pattern. We asked the human annotators to identify the ex-
traneous document, similarly to the “word intrusion” task in-
troduced in (Chang et al. 2009). Figure 3 shows an example
task: the upper shaded section, shows the common pattern
present in three sentences (the pattern, in red, is “thank...
much”); also in the shaded section are substitutions for the
two words in the pattern, e.g. “congratulations” instead of
“thanks.” Finally, the lower section presents four sentences,
of which exactly one (in this case the 2nd sentence) does not
match the pattern and should be identified as the extraneous
document.

Figure 3: Depiction of the crowdsourcing task. We showed
human annotators a pattern by highlighting it in red in three
example sentences, and by providing alternative words that
could substitute each one in the pattern. We then asked hu-
man annotators to recognize which out of four unseen sen-
tences did not contain the pattern. In the figure, the pattern
“thanks... much,” in red in the upper, shaded section, is miss-
ing from the second sentence in the lower section.

In all, we asked human annotators to evaluate the 673
patterns, one pattern per Human Intelligence Tasks (HIT)—
the unit of work in Amazon Mechanical Turk. We asked
three human annotators to evaluate each pattern. To guaran-
tee good English proficiency and high-quality responses, we
limited to workers in the US, UK, and Canada, who had over
99% approval rate and had completed over 10,000 HITs. We
further verified the fitness of the workers for the task through
a qualification test. We asked workers to read the instruc-
tions and to correctly identify, in three separate instances, the
extraneous sentence not matching a hand-curated pattern.
We estimated through a trial run the average completion time
of a HIT. According to this estimate we compensated human
annotators $0.12 per HIT, plus $0.24–0.36 to account for the
overhead for the mandatory qualification test, resulting in a
fair hourly wage (Salehi et al. 2015).

Results: Table 1 summarizes the results. 87% of the pat-
terns showed majority correct answers, Krippendorff’s α =
0.81. In particular, the percent of correctly identified pat-
terns in each dataset was 88 for credibility (α = 0.72), 81
for politeness (α = 0.85), and 90 for sentiment analysis
(α = 0.75).

In a nutshell, human annotators were able to correctly
identify the patterns suggested by SENPAI. This confirms
that SENPAI extracts patterns that humans can recognize in
the great majority of cases. Therefore, SENPAI could guide
non-experts in annotating and validating semantic and syn-
tactic patterns.

5.2 Comparing SENPAI-discovered patterns to
theoretical patterns

How do patterns discovered by SENPAI compare to
theoretically-motivated patterns? We reviewed the patterns
that the case studies used to measure credibility, politeness,
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task dataset # patterns # correct agreement

sentiment Amazon 403 363 0.85
politeness Wikipedia 228 184 0.75
credibility news tweets 42 37 0.72

overall 673 584 0.81

Table 1: Human annotator correctly recognized 584/673 of
patterns discovered by SENPAI—or 87%—across the three
linguistic dimensions. We consider a pattern correctly rec-
ognized if at least 2 out of 3 human annotators gave the
correct answer. Human annotators showed high inter-rater
agreement, measured via Krippendorff’s α.

and sentiment, and compared them with those discovered by
SENPAI. In particular, for each theoretically-motivated pat-
tern, we looked for a matching pattern among the ones dis-
covered by SENPAI. All of the theoretically-motivated pat-
terns matched a pattern automatically discovered by SEN-
PAI (see table 2), with a single exception.

Case study 1: Credibility. Soni et al. measured the cred-
ibility of journalistic reports on Twitter using two strategies
(Soni et al. 2014). First, they used validated dictionaries to
find cue verbs, like “say”, “report”, and “tell”, that signal
the presence of a reported claim (Sauri 2008). The authors
used dependency relations to identify the source of the claim
and the claim itself. In a second strategy, they used regular
expressions to find sentences using the pattern “claim, ac-
cording to source”. SENPAI recovered patterns induced by
both cue verbs and the formulaic “according to” sentence
structure.

Case study 2: Politeness. Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al.
studied semantic and syntactic patterns in polite requests.
The authors relied on a theoretical understanding of lan-
guage to identify expressions related to language, like def-
erence and gratitude. As for the credibility case study, all
theoretically-inspired politeness patterns matched at least
one pattern discovered by SENPAI.

Case study 3: Sentiment. Hutto and Gilbert developed
VADER, a sentiment analysis tool combining a gold-
standard lexicon with grammatical and syntactical pat-
terns, including for example the use of exclamation points
or degree modifiers (Hutto and Gilbert 2014). The pat-
terns discovered by SENPAI contained all but one of the
theoretically-motivated lexicons and rules. The only rule in
VADER that SENPAI was not able to capture was the use
of all-caps to emphasize words, because word embeddings
ignore formatting.

In sum, SENPAI automatically discovered most of the
linguistic patterns that theory indicated as meaningful. Re-
searchers could therefore use SENPAI to validate the pres-
ence of theoretically-motivated patterns.

5.3 Using SENPAI to discover new patterns
We showed that some of the patterns discovered by SEN-
PAI are known indicators of the linguistic dimensions un-
der study. One might ask if the remaining patterns are just
technically informative—after all they have nonzero Lasso

recovering theoretically-motivated patterns

theory matching pattern from SENPAI

credibility of journalistic tweets (Soni et al. 2014)

Cue-verb-
induction

RT @Edgecliffe: Graham Holdings
Company says it’s selling Washington
Post HQ building to Carr Properties

According-to-
induction

Howard Zinn had a disappointingly sim-
plistic and ideological view of history
according to David Greenberg @tnr
http://t.co/jJd19rAsjB

politeness of Wiki talk (Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al. 2013)

Gratitude Thanks very much for your edit to the
article.

Deference Great work you’ve been doing on this.
Greeting Hi. How do you think, is of FL quality?
Positive lexicon Otherwise, very nice article.
Negative lexicon What the hell?
Apologizing Sorry for not replying sooner.
Please Hey, can you please tell me if has been

fixed enough by being stub-ified?
Please start Please could you tell me where I can

find page-views for wiki articles?
Indirect (btw) By the way, are you honestly ok with

me bothering you like this?
Direct question What is the source of this image?
Direct start Or are you an incurable masochist?
Counterfactual
modal

On a tangential note, would you hap-
pen to be?

Indicative modal Can you fix that, please?
1st person start I believe you wanted to find out which

party the PP was?
1st person pl. If we’re going to delete every fair use

image ...
1st person Did I mention that she was in?
2nd person How come you’re taking on a third lan-

guage?
2nd person start You owe me one back?
Hedges Not too sure now you come to mention

it.
Factuality Can I ask: was this really the impli-

cation that you intended in making this
change?

sentiment of Amazon reviews (Hutto and Gilbert 2014)

Positive lexicon sound quality is amazing.
Negative lexicon the scroll wheel, to be blunt, sucks.
Exclamation point i love this phone!!!
Degree modifiers this camera is insanely great!
“But” shifts senti-
ment

[...] has good sound volume but it hurts
the ears

Negation inverts
sentiment

the other thing i don’t like [...] / i have
no problems with it.

Table 2: SENPAI discovers patterns that theory suggests
are important for measuring the linguistic dimensions un-
der study—credibility, politeness, and sentiment. For each
theoretically-motivated rule in the original studies (Soni et
al. 2014; Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al. 2013; Hutto and
Gilbert 2014), we report in bold an example pattern discov-
ered automatically by SENPAI that matches the rule.

coefficients, see section 4.3—or if they actually provide
new, meaningful measures of the linguistic dimensions un-
der study. To assess the meaningfulness of those patterns,
we selected the 20 most representative patterns from each
linguistic dimension according to their Lasso coefficients.
Then, we showed the selected patterns to two graduate re-
searchers who had domain knowledge about the three case
studies but were not NLP experts. We provided them with
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discovering new patterns

new theory matching pattern from SENPAI

credibility of journalistic tweets (Soni et al. 2014)

Testimonials + In response to French reporter , Pres
Obama says he would not choose be-
tween his daughters & he won’t choose
between US alllies in Europe.

Negations - RT @joshrogin: Obama didn’t think
Congress had to weigh in before he de-
cided to intervene in Libya #justsayin

politeness of Wiki talk (Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al. 2013)

Asking for feed-
back +

What do you think?

Asking permis-
sion +

Is that OK with you?

Asking permis-
sion +

Would you mind if I copied and pasted
your version over to mine to work on?

Rhetorical ques-
tions -

Correct me if I am wrong, but you don’t
seem to have asked if anyone had a
problem with the merge, did you?

Rhetorical ques-
tions -

Anyway why put up with all this care-
lessness?

sentiment of Amazon reviews (Hutto and Gilbert 2014)

Endorsement + overall, i highly recommend this
phone.

Value for money + terrific mp3 player, great price.
Cost - needless to say, i wouldn’t recommend

anyone purchasing this product.
Cost - why does a 256 mb player cost $$$
Returns - i had hoped this was bought from wal-

mart so that i could return it!

Table 3: SENPAI discovers new patterns from data that intu-
itively and quantitatively measure the three linguistic dimen-
sions credibility, politeness, and sentiment. We mark new
patterns positively and negatively related to credibility with
the symbols + and -. This table reports only few examples
that go beyond the theories in the case studies: these patterns
would therefore be missed adopting a theoretical approach.

three documents containing each pattern highlighted in bold.
Moreover, for each word in the pattern, we showed the re-
searchers up to five words in the same semantic cluster (sim-
ilar to the task shown in figure 3). We also told them whether
the patterns had positive or negative relations with the lin-
guistic dimensions—e.g. appearing in polite or impolite re-
quests in the Wikipedia dataset. We asked each researcher
independently: 1) if the patterns exhibited recognizable se-
mantic and syntactic properties; 2) if those properties could
explain the relation between the patterns and the linguis-
tic dimensions. We then met in person to discuss their re-
sponses. We focused on new patterns that were not explain-
able by the theoretical assumptions in the original papers,
and we reached consensus on their properties. We report the
new patterns that SENPAI discovered in table 3.

Case study 1: Credibility. SENPAI expanded on the pat-
terns suggested by theory. For example, not only SENPAI’s
patterns contained the cue verbs in the validated dictionaries
like confirm, observe, predict, suggest, SENPAI also sug-
gested other verbs that journalists used in the same fash-
ion, e.g. assure, mention, and clarify. Moreover, SENPAI
discovered patterns that are new altogether. For example, it

highlighted a specific use of testimonials: citing people espe-
cially clarifying their official title, e.g. by denoting the pres-
idential title in “Pres Obama”. Precise contextual details
like official titles boosts the perceived factuality (Liao and
Shi 2013). Whereas testimonials increase credibility, phras-
ing statements as negations decreases it, e.g. “Obama didn’t
think...”

Case study 2: Politeness. SENPAI discovered several
new patterns that relate to politeness. Asking for feed-
back (“what do you think...”) and for permission (“Is that
OK...”) correspond to polite requests. These strategies try to
build a positive relationship between the requester and the
addressee—similarly to the greetings and deference patterns
in the original paper (Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al. 2013),
but missed in the original paper which relied only on the-
ory and not on data. Furthermore, the annotators interpreted
rhetorical questions (e.g. “why put up with...” and “you
don’t seem to have asked...’) as a passive-aggressive way
of phrasing requests—indeed, those patterns correspond to
impolite requests, which may therefore inform new theory.

Case study 3: Sentiment. SENPAI surfaced new patterns
that strongly relate to human assessments of sentiment. Re-
views were mostly negative when they mentioned dealing
with the sellers’ customer service and returning items. Re-
views were also negative when they mentioned the cost
of the items (“why does it cost ...”). Yet, products re-
ceived better reviews when they proved good value for the
money (“great price”), and when users showed their en-
dorsement (“highly recommended”). These different fac-
tors show how sentiment is not unidimensional—i.e., buy-
ers do not just consider the product’s price point but also
its return on investment. In fact, research directions in sen-
timent analysis include capturing sentiment towards specific
(Lakkaraju, Socher, and Manning 2014) or contrastive (Fang
et al. 2012) aspects of individuals’ opinions. These new,
data-driven patterns would be missed by a purely theoreti-
cal approach.

In sum, researchers could use SENPAI to generate candi-
date linguistic patterns directly from data, without the selec-
tion bias that comes with assuming which patterns should be
relevant, and without necessarily being NLP experts.

6 Quantitative evaluation

The three case studies used theory-driven semantic and syn-
tactic patterns to build computational models, and evaluated
the performance of the models using crowdsourcing. Next,
we show that substituting theoretically-motivated patterns
with patterns automatically discovered by SENPAI results in
better computational models. We tested model performance
on seven different datasets across the three case studies. Ta-
ble 4 summarizes the performance of models using SENPAI
and compares it to the corresponding models from the orig-
inal papers. Lastly, we show that refining SENPAI through
the feedback by crowdworkes yields interpretable features
without loss in predictive power.
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task metric SENPAI
theory-
inspired
model

base-
line dataset

credibility MAE 0.36 0.37 0.42 Twitter†
politeness ACC 0.83 0.80 0.79 Wikipedia†

0.65 0.63 0.63 SE

sentiment F1 0.67 0.60 0.62 Amazon†
0.79 0.91 0.77 Twitter
0.75 0.58 0.59 IMDB
0.54 0.54 0.52 NYT

Table 4: Computational models using SENPAI perform bet-
ter than theoretically-inspired models in measuring different
linguistic dimensions and in diverse datasets. We highlight
in bold the best performing models. We complement quan-
titative findings with qualitative assessments on datasets
marked with †.

6.1 Case study 1: credibility of online news
Soni et al. measured the credibility of news tweets (Soni et
al. 2014)5. They focused on specific patterns in the tweets,
such as the presence of verbs like “confirms” and “predicts,”
and whether the subjects of the verbs are named entities like
“Obama” or “@abc.” Then, they used these theoretically-
motivated patterns as features in a ridge regression model,
and trained the model on the credibility annotations of the
tweets. The authors evaluated the performance of the model
using its mean average error (MAE, where lower MAE
means better performance). They also used a baseline model
which always predicted the mean credibility in the training
set. They compared the model against the baseline using z-
test. We used SENPAI to automatically discover patterns.
Then, we replicated the authors’ model design with features
replaced with the ones discovered by SENPAI.

Results: Models using SENPAI not only outperformed the
baseline (MAE = 0.366 vs. MAE = 0.425, z-test p <
0.001) but also the model using cue words (MAE = 0.376,
p < 0.001)—the best performing theoretically-motivated
model. Moreover, the model using SENPAI outperformed
a model using all other features combined (MAE = 0.391,
p < 0.001). Adding patterns discovered by SENPAI to the
latter model resulted in increased performance (MAE =
0.381, p < 0.001). This suggests that SENPAI captures as
much information as the models in the original paper, if not
more.

6.2 Case study 2: politeness of online requests
Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al. studied the politeness of re-
quests in two online domains: Wikipedia talk-pages and
StackExchange (Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al. 2013)6.
They trained a linear SVM model to predict the politeness
score using 20 theoretically-motivated semantic and syntac-
tic patterns, together with all case-insensitive unigrams ap-
pearing at least 10 times in the data. The model was eval-
uated on its accuracy in leave-one-out cross-validation. The
authors also trained a baseline model using only unigrams,

5https://github.com/jacobeisenstein/twitter-certainty
6https://www.cs.cornell.edu/∼cristian/Politeness.html

i.e. excluding the 20 theoretically-motivated patterns. We
used SENPAI to discover patterns, and substituted them for
the theoretically-motivated patterns in the politeness model.

Results: The politeness classifier scored 80.1% accuracy
on the Wikipedia dataset. The classifier powered by SENPAI
scored 83.1% accuracy, better than both the baseline and the
original model in a statistically significant way (p < 0.05)
and close to the human performance of 86% (as reported
in the original paper). The StackExchange dataset yielded
similar results. The original politeness classifier scored 63%
accuracy, whereas the SENPAI-powered classifier 65% (p <
0.05). The reference study considered Wikipedia its devel-
opment domain because it was used for identifying and
defining patterns. Whereas in the previous case study Soni et
al. mostly relied on theoretical expertise for defining the pat-
terns for measuring credibility, Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et
al. gained domain insight from data. This corroborates that
SENPAI performs favorably to expertise in computational
linguistics as well as domain knowledge.

6.3 Case study 3: sentiment of online text
VADER uses a combination of validated lexicons and
syntax-aware rules to measure sentiment (Hutto and Gilbert
2014). They validated VADER on four datasets: social me-
dia texts from Twitter, movie reviews from IMDB, re-
views of technological products from Amazon, and opin-
ion editorials from the New York Times7. The authors mea-
sured VADER’s performance by using it to categorize texts
into three classes—positive, neutral, and negative—and then
computing the F1 score with respect to the ground truth
annotations. We could not integrate SENPAI directly into
VADER because the latter uses a custom algorithm to at-
tribute weights to words in a sentence and to combine them
into a single sentiment score. Instead, we used a Naive Bayes
classifier to learn the weights of the patterns and to com-
bine the weights into a three-class prediction in 100-fold
cross-validation. As a baseline, we also compare SENPAI to
the second-best results reported in (Hutto and Gilbert 2014),
namely the ones using the approach in (Hu and Liu 2004).

Results: The classifier using SENPAI scored better than
VADER on the Amazon reviews (F1 = 0.67 vs. 0.60)
and movie reviews (0.75 vs. 0.58) dataset. VADER, con-
versely, performed better on tweets (0.91 vs. 0.79). VADER
was specifically tuned to measure sentiment in social media
using this dataset, and it performed better than the human
raters who annotated it (F1 = 0.84). Despite VADER’s
outstanding performance, SENPAI still scored close to hu-
man raters, and better than all other lexicons VADER com-
pared itself against (second-best F1 = 0.77 (Hutto and
Gilbert 2014)). Finally, the SENPAI-based classifier and
VADER performed similarly on New York Times editori-
als (F1 = 0.54 for both). Measuring sentiment in news is
admittedly difficult, because news aim to be objective and
scarcely use emotional language. The fact that even human
raters performed modestly on this dataset (F1 = 0.65) may
explain the small margin between SENPAI and VADER.

7https://github.com/cjhutto/vaderSentiment
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6.4 Limiting features to human-validated
patterns

Finally, we tested the performance of the models using only
the patterns that the human annotators were able to interpret
as features (see section 5.1 for a summary of the crowdwork
task). The accuracy of the models remained high. The cred-
ibility model showed MAE = 0.380, better than the base-
line (p < 0.001). The politeness model scored 83.1% ac-
curacy, like the model including non-interpretable patterns.
The sentiment models scored 67% F1, similar to the model
including all patterns. In other words, we can use SENPAI
in combination with crowdsourcing to obtain interpretable
models without loss in predictive power.

7 Discussion
Computational models powered by SENPAI match the per-
formance of theoretically-motivated ones. SENPAI does so
without any prior knowledge of linguistics nor the applica-
tion domain. Therefore, SENPAI could enable users with
no expertise in natural language processing to gain insight
on high-level linguistic properties of corpora, such as senti-
ment, credibility, and politeness. In fact, we found that users
without expertise in computational linguistics correctly in-
terpret the patterns suggested by SENPAI and recognize
them in new documents—social computing researchers who
had domain knowledge but lacked NLP expertise. Further-
more, patterns surfaced by SENPAI appear relevant: in all
three case studies, SENPAI discovered patterns that included
the theoretically-motivated ones proposed by experts. Thus,
computational linguists could use SENPAI to validate the-
oretical assumptions, such as which patterns and conven-
tions suggested by theory are present in the data. Moreover,
since SENPAI is data-driven, it allows researchers to bypass
such assumptions altogether and to identify representative
patterns and to derive theories directly from data.

7.1 Practical implications
We next discuss how researchers may use SENPAI.

Discover patterns that work without expertise SEN-
PAI automates finding which textual patterns occur in the
data, and which of those patterns are best suited to mea-
sure a linguistic dimension, like sentiment or credibility. Re-
searchers interested in measuring linguistic dimensions can
use SENPAI to build computational models. By leveraging
approaches from NLP and data mining, SENPAI automat-
ically discovers relevant patterns in a corpus, and encodes
the corpus as a bag-of-patterns by identifying which pat-
terns are present in each document. Researchers can there-
fore use SENPAI as a drop-in replacement for lexicon and
bag-of-words encoders. SENPAI offers the advantage over
the latter because it encodes richer information by combin-
ing semantic and syntactic patterns instead of just counting
words. Furthermore, we showed how researchers can also
identify patterns that best predict the linguistic dimensions
of interest through crowdsourcing. In other words, SENPAI
allows studying socio- and psycho-linguistic dimensions by
removing the need for expert theoretical, domain-specific,
and NLP knowledge.

Gain insight from data to validate theory We showed
how experts can use SENPAI to validate the presence of
theoretically-motivated patterns as well as to surface appli-
cation domain-specific patterns. This process can confirm
theoretical assumptions about the use of language, or con-
versely can identify theoretical blind spots. Linguistics the-
ories developed on scholarly English may not apply to social
media texts—e.g. because of the use of hashtags, mentions,
and emojis (Barbieri et al. 2018; Pavalanathan and Eisen-
stein 2015; Stewart et al. 2017). Since SENPAI identifies
relevant patterns from scratch, it only depends on the choice
of the example documents to analyze. Thus, computational
linguists can extract data-driven patterns using SENPAI and
code them so as to reconstruct the theoretically-motivated
patterns. Therefore, computational linguists can use SEN-
PAI to validate previous theories on new application do-
mains before expanding on the theories themselves. This ar-
guably accelerates the research process.

8 Limitations and future work
SENPAI is not without limitations, and researchers should
take them into consideration when using SENPAI. One of
the strengths of SENPAI is that it depends solely on selected
examples. This helps mitigate selection bias for some pat-
terns over others. The reverse of the medal is that SENPAI
is not immune from sampling bias. SENPAI does not model
general properties of language, but rather identifies the qual-
ities of an application context. For example, the study by
Soni et al. focuses on news reports on social media: SEN-
PAI identifies patterns that characterize journalistic style in
twitter conversations, but that would not be applicable to
newspaper articles. Another limitation is that SENPAI uses
under the hood general purpose word embeddings and de-
pendency parsing tools. Arguably, training the underlying
models on data from the same domain as the input examples
would yield better overall accuracy—and indeed it is possi-
ble whenever in-domain data is available.

We believe that SENPAI would be the most useful when
combined with expert human judgment. SENPAI-powered
interactive tools would enable at one time to explore data
effectively and to quickly iterate on refining language mod-
els. Quickly adapting linguistic models to new patterns is a
much needed capability, e.g. in the cat-and-mouse chase be-
tween spammers and spam filters or abusers and automated
moderators. Doting SENPAI with a user interface would also
help curating and editing the patterns. For example, it would
make it easy to annotate, merge, split, delete, edit, and add
patterns.

9 Conclusions
This paper introduced SENPAI, an interpretable tool for ex-
ploratory language analysis. It discovers combined semantic
and syntactic patterns from a few examples. Researchers can
use SENPAI as a drop-in replacement for lexicons or bag-of-
words encoders, with the additional benefit of richer feature
representation. SENPAI is, first, as useful as theoretically-
motivated patterns in measuring high-level linguistic di-
mensions. Models using SENPAI consistently outperformed
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models using expert-curated patterns on three widespread
computational linguistic tasks in three different application
domains. Second, SENPAI is interpretable: users without
particular expertise can inspect patterns directly from exam-
ples. Human annotators were able to identify 87% of the pat-
terns correctly in new documents. Third, SENPAI is mean-
ingful, in that experts can use it to validate theoretically-
motivated assumptions and to better frame them into specific
application domains.
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